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President Biden moved the goalposts from his “100 days of mask wearing” into “wearing
masks through the next year.” Biden’s newly appointed CDC director, Rochelle Walensky,
claimed that “new science is emerging” about the need for citizens to wear two masks,
prompting the CDC to update their website, instructing people to add “layers of
material” to their masks, specifically wearing a disposable mask underneath a cloth
mask. Dr. Fauci has changed his position on wearing masks numerous times and said at the
beginning of the Covid-19 scare that masks were not necessary and were largely symbolic.
Then he stated that masks “need to stay on” until everyone is vaccinated. He backtracked
on wearing two masks a few days later by saying, “there is no data that indicates that
it is going to make a difference.”-GEG

Fauci on double masking:

“There’s no data that indicates that that is going to make a difference”
pic.twitter.com/ptVivQfuwt

— Eli Klein (@TheEliKlein) January 31, 2021

15 days to slow the spread of Covid has turned into a never ending lockdown and power
grab for the Democrats.

Now Joe Biden is moving the goalposts on his mask mandate.
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Biden previously stated many times that wearing masks for just 100 days would save lives
so his first day in office he signed an executive order requiring masks on federal
property – just for 100 days.

On Thursday Biden’s “100 days of mask wearing” turned into “wearing masks through the
next year.”

“You know that wearing this mask through the next year here can save lives, a
significant number of lives,” Biden said.

So Biden is saying that after tens of millions of Americans have been vaccinated, masks
(which don’t work anyway) will still be required to “save lives.”

Read full article here…

Additional source at National File:   
https://nationalfile.com/cdc-now-demands-you-wear-two-masks-not-just-one/

Additional source:   NeddToKnow.news:   
https://needtoknow.news/2021/02/biden-admin-even-after-vaccines-masks-and-social-distanc
ing-will-be-essential-dr-fauci-backtracks-on-recommending-2-masks/
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